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Reading: K-12 National Academies Press
This curriculum guide is designed to help learners develop critical thinking skills from engaging in
interdisciplinary activities while in the natural environment. The lessons are divided by grade level. You
will find lessons for students to develop skills in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) as
well as in Social Studies, Language Arts, Writing and Art. These learning experiences will help students
gain awareness of their environment, enabling them to see the world in a more holistic way.
Health Education: K-12 Evaluating the K–12 Literacy CurriculumA Step by Step Guide for Auditing
Programs, Materials, and Instructional Approaches
As your school district undertakes the process of evaluating its K–12 reading program, literacy
curriculum, or literacy instructional practices, this book will be your go-to resource. Pennell offers a
step-by-step guide for educators, school leaders, or professional learning communities to evaluate high-
quality instructional materials and standards-aligned literacy practices. It includes a wealth of tools
such as timelines, full meeting agendas, stakeholder surveys, and evaluation rubrics. Chapters cover
key topics, including: Literacy leadership team meetings Reviewing foundational skills Comprehension
and vocabulary Evaluating writing Selecting new materials Implementing new literacy materials
Supporting educators through instructional coaching and professional learning Pennell provides a
straightforward framework for how educators can work together collaboratively to analyze, reflect, and
ultimately evaluate their school district’s literacy program. Each chapter is grounded in salient
research on the why of literacy teaching and learning and helps you understand how instruction can be
meaningfully aligned with current standards. The research and theory that support effective literacy
instruction—including culturally responsive practices—are explained in an accessible and pragmatic
manner. The practical tools in this book are essential for administrators and educators tasked with
evaluating literacy programs and practices, as well as graduate students who must learn how to audit a
literacy curriculum. Whether you’re a school administrator, teacher, or reading specialist, this book will
ensure all your students can reach success in literacy.
Music K-12 McGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages
Evaluating the K–12 Literacy CurriculumA Step by Step Guide for Auditing Programs, Materials, and Instructional
ApproachesRoutledge
Integrated Language Arts K-12 Gatekeeper Press
Science, engineering, and technology permeate nearly every facet of modern life and hold
the key to solving many of humanity's most pressing current and future challenges. The
United States' position in the global economy is declining, in part because U.S. workers lack
fundamental knowledge in these fields. To address the critical issues of U.S.
competitiveness and to better prepare the workforce, A Framework for K-12 Science
Education proposes a new approach to K-12 science education that will capture students'
interest and provide them with the necessary foundational knowledge in the field. A
Framework for K-12 Science Education outlines a broad set of expectations for students in
science and engineering in grades K-12. These expectations will inform the development of
new standards for K-12 science education and, subsequently, revisions to curriculum,
instruction, assessment, and professional development for educators. This book identifies
three dimensions that convey the core ideas and practices around which science and
engineering education in these grades should be built. These three dimensions are:
crosscutting concepts that unify the study of science through their common application
across science and engineering; scientific and engineering practices; and disciplinary core
ideas in the physical sciences, life sciences, and earth and space sciences and for
engineering, technology, and the applications of science. The overarching goal is for all high
school graduates to have sufficient knowledge of science and engineering to engage in public
discussions on science-related issues, be careful consumers of scientific and technical
information, and enter the careers of their choice. A Framework for K-12 Science Education
is the first step in a process that can inform state-level decisions and achieve a research-
grounded basis for improving science instruction and learning across the country. The book
will guide standards developers, teachers, curriculum designers, assessment developers,
state and district science administrators, and educators who teach science in informal
environments.

Mathematics
Totally Awesome Strategies for Teaching Health(R) gives educators the tools they need to
develop and implement K- 12 health education curricula focusing on the National Health
Education Standards. It includes the Meeks Heit Umbrella of Comprehensive School Health
Education, Teaching Masters that can be used to teach the National Health Education Standards
at each grade level, Family Health Newslettters, motivating and totally awesome(R) Lesson
Plans for each grade level, Teaching Masters and Student Worksheets, a Health Resource Guide,
and a state-of-the-art K- 12 Curriculum Guide.
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